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A Word From the Staff of the Assembly 
Committee on Judiciary 
The following annual report contains information and statistical data 
regarding bills that were assigned to the Assembly Committee on 
Judiciary during the 1995-96 session. 
Section I is a statistical overview of the committee's workload during 
the session. 
Section II is a subject matter breakdown of the committee's 1995-96 bill 
list. This list shows each bill's subject matter and identifies the chapter 
number of bills which were enacted. 
Section III is a brief summary of the content of each bill assigned to the 
committee, indicating the staff member to which the bill was assigned, 
and whether the bill was dropped, failed passage, chaptered, or vetoed. 




SUMMARY OF THE DISPOSITION OF ALL BILLS ASSIGNED TO THE COMMITTEE 
Bills Assigned to Committee 
(Reflects total number of bills, resolutions 
and constitutional amendments assigned to the 
committee) 
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(Reflects all measures signed by the Governor) 
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(Reflects all measures vetoed by the Governor) 
Final Disposition of Remaining Bills 
Assembly Bills 










Failed passage in committee or were not pursued by 
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ATTORNEYS AND RELATED MATTERS 
Attorneys 
AB 1414 (W.Brown) CH. 88, '95; State Bar of California: discipline. 
AB 2423 (Knight) State Bar: examining committee. 
AB 2721 (Hannigan) Attorneys: continuing education. 
AB 2787 (Kuehl) CH. 1104, '96; Disciplinary procedures; fee arbitration. 
AB 3356 (Bustamante) Attorneys: qualifications. 
SB 60 (Kopp) CH. 782, '95; State Bar: mandatory membership. 
SB 702 (Petris) State Bar: first-year law students' examination. 
SB 1321 (Calderon) CH. 866, '96; Legal assistance; bar examining committee. 
SB 1950 (Mello) CH. 168, '96; State Bar: first-year law students' examination. 
Attorney's Fees 
AB 1420 (W.Brown) Contingent fee agreements: disclosures. 
AB 1435 (W.Brown) CH. 193, '95; State Bar membership fees. 
AB 2291 (Knox) Awards to owners of realty: public easements. 
AB 3135 (Baugh) Civil actions: prevailing party attorney fees. 
AB 3193 (Vasconcellos) Shareholder and securities class actions. 
AB 3283 (Morrow) Shareholder actions: security class actions. 
AB 3289 (Miller) Attorney's fees: residential improvement defects. 
AB 3338 (Baugh) Insurer's right to subrogation for attorney fees. 
AB 3364 (Knowles) Attorney's fees: early demand. 
AB 3412 (Ackerman) Limit on recoverable fees for public benefits. 
CIVIL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 
Arbitration and Mediation 
AB 754 (Morrow) Arbitrator disclosures. 
AB 1070 (Morrow) Contracts: binding arbitration. 
AB 1927 (Cunneen) Judicial arbitration. 
AB 2514 (Knight) Arbitration: civil immunity. 
AB 3009 (Kaloogian) Agreement to binding arbitration in real estate contracts. 
AB 3071 (Granlund) Arbitration: health care service plans. 
ACR 79 (Goldsmith) Mediation. 
SB 479 (Calderon) CH. 209, '95; Arbitrators: immunity. 
SB 692 (Lockyer) Dispute resolution: vacatur. 
SB 1429 (Russell) Early mediation program. 
SB 1522 (Greene) CH. 174, '96; Mediation services: confidentiality. 
SB 1660 (Rosenthal) CH. 1093, '96; Health care service plans: arbitration. 
SB 2058 (Calderon) Arbitrator immunity. 
Civil Procedure 
AB 54 (Weggeland) San Bernardino & Riverside pilot programs. 
AB 78 (Morrow) Exemption from judgment: retirement accounts. 
AB 1028 (Martinez) CH. 507, '95; Civil procedure: automation. 
AB 1174 (Cunneen) Limitation of actions: diversion of water: pollutants. 
AB 1192 (Takasugi) Service of process: gated communities. 
AB 1204 (Gallegos) CH. 797, '95; Expert witness fees: treating physician. 
AB 1225 ((Judiciary) CH. 576, '95; Omnibus civil procedure bill. 
AB 1249 (House) Commencement of actions: asbestos exposure. 
AB 1467 (Kaloogian) Recoverable costs: collection of support: restitution. 
AB 1479 (Goldsmith) Civil actions and proceedings. 
AB 1512 (Brewer) Employment: wrongful discharge: actions. 
AB 1600 (Poochigian) Civil procedure: sanctions. 
AB 1783 (Setencich) Public records. 
AB 2059 (Bowen) Name change for felons. 
AB 2129 (Goldsmith) Punitive damages. 
AB 2270 (Thompson) Civil procedure: defendant's name. 
AB 2359 (Bustamante) CH. 730, '96; Change of names: felons and registered sex offenders. 
AB 2387 (Brulte) Statute of limitations for claims against service providers. 
AB 2512 (Speier) CH. 652, '96; False claims actions: University of California. 
AB 2563 (Goldsmith) CH. 886, '96; Inmate litigants. 
AB 2678 (Figueroa) CH. 1051, '96; False claims actions: privileged publication or broadcast. 
AB 2750 (Kaloogian) Limitation of actions: silicone implants. 
AB 2832 (Bordonaro) Actions and proceedings. 
AB 3113 (Goldsmith) Summary judgement. 
AB 3257 (Baugh) CH. 700, '96; False claims actions: plaintiffs. 
SB 45 (Peace) CH. 796, '95; Civil procedure. 
SB 52 (Peace) CH. 60, '96; Civil procedure. 
SB 287 (Calderon) CH. 262, '95; Injunction: waste of "Son of Sam" assets. 
SB 1029 (Calderon) CH. 864, '95; Actions by common interest developments. 
SB 1368 (Kopp) Pleading requirement for actions against public officials. 
SB 1510 (Kopp) Civil procedure. 
SB 1726 (Wright) CH. 713, '96; Civil actions: coordination. 
Discovery 
AB 237 (Horcher) Discovery: response date. 
AB 238 (Horcher) Discovery of records, motions, remand, order to vacate. 
AB 239 (Horcher) Additional deposition to discover property. 
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AB 495 (Horcher) Scheduling oral depositions. 
AB 617 (Kuehl) CH. 299, '95; Subpoena of employment records. 
AB 1016 (Kuehl) Patient consent to discovery of psychological information. 
AB 1898 (Johnson) Civil actions: case questionnaires. 
AB 2002 (Goldsmith) Civil procedure: discovery. 
AB 3281 (Cunneen) Discovery: documents. 
SB 1034 (Calderon) Discovery: electronic data. 
SB 1821 (Marks) CH. 679, '96; Civil procedure: personal consumer records. 
Evidence 
AB 410 (Battin) Inadmissibility of product improvements. 
AB 1117 (Hawkins) Department of Real Estate employees: expert testimony. 
AB 1239 (Goldsmith) Compliance review documents: confidentiality. 
AB 2068 (Richter) CH. 416, '96; Hearsay: diary entries. 
AB 2296 (Gallegos) CH. 67, '96; Hypnosis. 
AB 2442 (Alby) Vetoed, '96; Department of Real Estate employees: expert witness. 
AB 2483 (Firestone) CH. 560, '96; Hearsay: unavailable witness. 
AB 2897 (Bowler) CH. 345, '96; Videotapes and digital images. 
AB 3001 (Napolitano) CH. 146, '96; Subpoena for business records. 
SB 1400 (Monteith) Challenges to validity of scientific tests. 
CONTRACTS, BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL MATTERS 
Contracts 
AB 464 (Campbell) Disabled artists. 
AB 1294 (Campbell) Public contract disputes. 
AB 13 89 (Setencich) Copyright and retail establishments. 
AB 2272 (Thompson) Retentions from payments: construction contractors. 
AB 2395 (Archie-Hudson) Three day cancellation period. 
AB 2396 (Archie-Hudson) CH. 985, '96; Construction contract changes. 
SB 1599 (Beverly) CH. 176, '96; Adoption of model law regarding letters of credit. 
SB 2030 (Killea) CH. 102, '96; Registry ofhousekeepers. 
SB 2032 (Mountjoy) Additional insured: construction contract. 
Corporations and Partnerships 
AB 36 (Isenberg) Public benefit corporations. 
AB 583 (Sher) Uniform Partnership Act of 1994. 
AB 699 (Cunneen) CH. 811, '95; Video meetings by boards of directors. 
AB 836 (Weggeland) CH.218, '95; Failure to file annual report: nonprofit entity. 
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AB 920 (Cunneen) Actions by shareholders against board. 
AB 1970 (Knowles) Notice of change of status: public benefit corporation. 
AB 3101 (Isenberg) CH. 1105, '96; Conversion of non-profit hospitals to for profit entities. 
SB 141 (Beverly) CH. 57, '96; Technical changes to the Limited Liability Act. 
SB 513 (Calderon) CH. 679, '95; Limited liability partnerships: attorneys, accountants. 
Unfair Trade Practices 
AB 807 (Conroy) Cellular services: bundling. 
COURTS AND RELATED MATTERS 
Courts 
AB 41 (Baca) Courthouse security fees. 
AB 1230 (Judiciary) Omnibus bill. 
AB 1733 (Boland) Broadcast rights. 
AB 1783 (Setencich) Public records. 
AB 2023 (Richter) Prohibit Broadcast of proceedings. 
AB 2119 (Bowen) Broadcasting of proceedings. 
AB 2344 (Woods) Video, audio, and photo coverage. 
AB 2368 (Hauser) CH. 582, '96; Humboldt & Santa Barbara municipal courts. 
AB 3381 (Baugh) Monetary jurisdiction of municipal courts. 
AB 551 (House) Municipal: Madera County. 
AB 737 (Hauser) CH. 954, '95; Municipal courts. 
AB 1744 (Bowler) Court attendants: jurors. 
AB 2074 (Hannigan) CH. 87, '96; Sheriffs and marshalls. 
AB 2223 (K. Murray) Collective bargaining. 
AB 2492 (Aguiar) CH. 324, '96; San Diego Superior Court commissioner. 
SB 874 (Calderon) Death penalty: office of post-conviction counsel. 
SB 1102 (Dills) CH. 894, '95; Kings and Santa Barbara counties. 
SB 1284 (Judiciary) CH. 892, '95; Omnibus court staffing. 
SB 1322 (Calderon) CH. 855, '96; Public Utilities Commission: judicial review. 
SB 1523 (Calderon) Santa Cruz commissioners. 
SB 1932 (Johnston) CH. 159, '96; San Joaquin sheriff and marshall. 
SB 1961(Judiciary) CH. 1153, '96; Omnibus court staffing. 
SCA 19 (Leslie) RES. CH. 54, '96; Discipline of subordinate judicial officers. 
Court Interpreters 
AB 1833 (Figueroa) CH. 143, '95; Certification. 
SB 982 (Solis) CH. 888, '95; Family law proceedings. 
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Court Reporting and Recording 
AB 1289 (Weggeland) Gifts from attorneys & parties to reporters. 
AB 2113 (Miller) Electronic recording. 
AB 2247 (Miller) Reproduction of transcripts. 
AB 3456 (Baugh) Electronic recording of depositions. 
SB 413 (Beverly) Alternate method of certification. 
SB 795 (Beverly) CH. 895, '96; Transcript Reimbursement Fund. 
Judges 
AB 1818 (Baca) CH. 262, '96; Increasing appellate court justices. 
SB 162 (Lockyer) CH. 963, '96; Vacant positions: conversion. 
SB 353 (Alquist) CH. 378, '95; Gifts and honoraria. 
SB 825 (Kelley) CH. 209, '96; Vacant positions: conversion. 
SB 1589 (Calderon) CH. 557, '96; Gifts and honoraria. 
AB 2003 (Goldsmith) Peremptory challenges. 
AB 2060 (Bowen) Peremptory challenges. 
AB 2555 (Thompson) Juror identifying information. 
AB 2922 (Hawkins) Juror identifying information. 
ACA 17 (Knowles) Civil cases. 
ACA 18 (Rainey) Non-unanimous criminal juries. 
ACA 36 (Knight) Actions by persons in confinement. 
SB 56 (Beverly) Eight person civil juries. 
Small Claims Courts 
AB 725 (Baldwin) CH. 366, '95; Costs: claims involving CDC & CY A inmates. 
AB 2348 (Davis) Theft and credit card fraud; parent liability. 
AB 2567 (Goldsmith) CH. 693, '96; Agent for real property owner. 
AB 3243 (Archie-Hudson) Jurisdiction: surety and guarantor. 
AB 3287 (Miller) Subrogated auto insurer. 
Trial Court Coordination and Funding 
AB 848 (Isenberg) CH. 759, '95; Planning, funding. 
AB 2553 (Isenberg) Revise trial court funding. 
AB 3404 (Ackerman) Deficiency appropriation. 
SB 99 (Kopp) CH. 42, '96; Deficiency: improvement funding. 
SCA 4 (Lockyer) RES. CH. 36, '96; Merger of municipal and superior courts. 
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FAMILY LAW, CHILDREN AND RELATED MATTERS 
Adoption 
AB 898 (Knight) CH. 567, '95; Adoption. 
AB 1283 (Kuehl) Adoption: parental rights. 
AB 2165 (Goldsmith) CH. 510, '96; Children: adoption. 
AB 3241 (Conroy) CH. 1053, '96; Adoption. 
SB 2035 (Killea) CH. 1135, '96; Adoption facilitators. 
Child Custody and Visitation 
AB 334 (Allen) Visitation: grandparents and great-grandparents. 
AB 755 (Kuehl) Children: cu~tody determination. 
AB 800 (Kuehl) Child custody. 
AB 999 (Harvey) Child custody. 
AB 1104 (Sher) CH. 278, '95; Guardianships: joint. 
AB 1832 (Figueroa) CH. 1062, '96; Voluntary acknowledgment ofpaternity. 
AB 2474 (Kuehl) CH. 835, '96; Child custody. 
AB 2557 (Boland) Child custody and visitation: ex parte orders. 
AJR 19 (Speier) RES. CH. 78, '95; Social Security numbers: support enforcement. 
SB 384 (Haynes) CH 836, '96; Children: custody. 
SB 1643 (Solis) CH. 387, '96; Children: supervised visitation providers. 
SB 1995 (O'Connell) CH. 761, '96; Family law: child custody: mediation. 
Child, Family and Spousal Support 
AB 180 (Morrow) Child support. 
AB 257 (Speier) CH. 481, '95; Support enforcement; public assistance. 
AB 261 (Kuehl) AFDC: child support actions. 
AB 274 (Kuehl) Child support. 
AB 413 (Kuehl) CH. 506, '95; Family law: support. 
AB 449 (Archie-Hudson) Family law: support. 
AB 535 (Archie-Hudson) Public social services benefits. 
AB 542 (Archie-Hudson) Child support: concealment. 
AB 554 (Kuehl) CH. 583, '95; Judgments. 
AB 722 (Baldwin) Costs: collection of awards. 
AB 1058 (Speier) CH. 957, '96; Family law: support. 
AB 1515 (Kuehl) CH. 459, '95; Support enforcement. 
AB 1751 (Knowles) CH. 912, '96; Support enforcement. 
SB 144 (Calderon) Child support, custody and visitation: concealment. 
SB 509 (Calderon) CH. 1163, '96; Spousal support. 
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SB 1018 (Costa) Child support. 
SB 1125 (Calderon) Support payments. 
SB 1237 (Watson) Child Support Registry. 
SB 1306 (Wright) CH. 565, '96; Support. 
SB 1442 (Marks) CH. 756, '96; Support enforcement. 
SB 1724 (Monteith) CH. 499, '96; Criminal prosecution: funding. 
Children 
AB 1348 (Knowles) CH. 508, '96; Juveniles; costs of support. 
AB 1353 (Knowles) Juveniles: court appointed professionals. 
AB 2154 (Kuehl) CH. 1138, '96; Juveniles: dependent children. 
AB 2608 (Morrissey) CH. 142, '96; Dependent children. 
AB 2679 (Caldera) CH. 1082, '96; Dependent children. 
SB 86 (Haynes) CH. 36, '96; Dependent minors; jurisdictional hearing. 
SB 1516 (Solis) CH. 1084, '96; Dependent children; reunification. 
SB 1675 (Russell) CH. 405, '96; Minors: dependency mediation. 
SB 1811 (Polanco) CH. 945, '96; Juveniles: juvenile court officers. 
SB 1812 (Polanco) Child abuse. 
SB 1813 (Polanco) Child abuse. 
SB 1982 (Russell) CH. 101, '96; Children: family reunification. 
SB 2027 (Watson) CH. 288, '96; Parent and child termination of rights. 
Domestic Partnership 
AB 627 (Katz) Domestic partnership: registration, termination, and rights. 
Domestic Violence 
AB 233 (Kuehl) CH. 731, '95; Department of Justice. 
AB 654 (Hannigan) Domestic violence. 
AB 878 (Rogan) CH. 598, '95; Domestic violence; protective orders. 
AB 935 (Speier) CH. 907, '95; Family law; restraining orders. 
AB 965 (Kuehl) CH. 904, '95; Family law; domestic violence; contempt. 
AB 1066 (Martinez) Domestic violence protective orders. 
AB 1078 (Archie-Hudson) Domestic violence. 
AB 1125 (Davis) Minors: injunctions and protective orders. 
AB 2155 (Kuehl) CH. 727, '96; Restraining orders; minors. 
AB 2647 (Kuehl) CH. 1139, '96; Domestic violence; custody; protective orders. 
AB 2819 (Caldera) CH. 695, '96; Domestic violence; judicial training. 
SB 924 (Petris) CH. 602, '95; Domestic violence; commencement of actions. 
SB 982 (Solis) CH. 888, '95; Evidence interpreters. 
SB 1444 (Solis) CH. 1075, '96; Crimes: domestic violence; sexual assault. 
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SB 1561 (Watson) Domestic violence: judicial training. 
Family Law 
AB 16 (Rainey) CH. 364, '95; Attempted murder of spouse. 
AB 806 (Ducheny) CH. 233, '95; Community property; disclosure: waiver. 
AB 1982 (Knight) Domestic relationships. 
AB 2149 (Kuehl) CH. 810, '96; Marriage: dissolution: default. 
AB 2303 (Kuehl) Mediation: family dispute. 
AB 2425 (Knight) Community property. 
AB 2883 (Boland) CH. 656, '96; Minors, medical care and release of records. 
AB 3227 (Knight) Marriage. 
ACA 30 (House) Families. 
SB 389 (Kopp) CH. 56, '96; Family law, dissolution of marriage. 
SB 506 (Calderon) CH. 958, '96; Family law, friend of the court. 
SB 1033 (Judiciary) CH. 1061, '96; Family law. 
Paternity 
AB 448 (Archie-Hudson) Paternity. 
AB 760 (Speier) Paternity. 
AB 1832 (Speier) CH. 1062, '96; Family law: support: paternity. 
FEES, PENAL TIES, AND RELATED MATTERS 
AB 224 (Knight) Revises parking surcharge transfer. 
AB 2667 (Davis) CH. 888, '96; Indigents: qualification for fee waivers. 
AB 2953 (Villaraigosa) CH. 942, '96; Dispute resolution programs. 
AB 3148 (Ducheny) CH. 348, '96; Member of armed forces. 
SB 600 (Campbell) Law library fee. 
LIABILITY AND RELATED MATTERS 
Criminal Activity 
AB 324 (Setencich) Prohibits suit by fleeing felons. 
AB 1073 (Morrow) Fault apportionment: criminal or intentional conduct. 
AB 3128 (Boland) Felons barred from recovering civil damages. 
SB 31 (Leslie) Felons: emergency dispatchers: punitive damages. 
SB 1493 (Johnson) Public entity liability to arrested persons. 
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Immunity and Limitations on Liability 
AB 565 (Kaloogian) Immunity: injuries caused by excessive force. 
AB 596 (Knight) Immunity: volunteer physician, homeless shelters. 
AB 700 (Cunneen) Paragliding and mountain bicycling: hazardous recreation. 
AB 816 (W. Murray) Immunity: county departments of agriculture. 
AB 851 (Hoge) Immunity injuries arising out of equine activities. 
AB 954 (Kuykendall) Immunity claims based on earth movement. 
AB 1423 (Brulte) Immunity: attempt to apprehend or trace felon. 
AB 1425 (Pringle) Amusement ride operators: limited liability. 
AB 1488 (Caldera) Immunity: firefighter dispatchers. 
AB 1596 (Boland) Limited immunity: court ordered community service. 
AB 2342 (Bordonaro) Immunity: marine weather information. 
AB 2357 (Morrow) Skateboarding: hazardous recreation. 
AB 2602 (Hawkins) Immunity for emergency vehicle collisions: utilities. 
AB 3357 (Ackerman) Public entity liability: wild animals and insects. 
SB 312 (Campbell) Qualified immunity for 911 dispatchers. 
SB 479 (Calderon) CH. 209, '95; Extends sunset of arbitrators' immunity. 
SB 1488 (Johnson) Mortgages: defamation immunity. 
Liabilitv 
AB 408 (Battin) Evidence of compliance with industry standards. 
AB 432 (Rainey) Bars uninsured motorists from recovering non-economic damages. 
AB 501 (Johnson) Joint liability in real property transfer cases. 
AB 530 (Weggeland) Liability of real estate agents who rely on experts. 
AB 558 (Bordonaro) False accusations that a food product is unsafe. 
AB 757 (Speier) Punitive damage awards paid to the State Bar. 
AB 777 (Speier) Sexual harassment claims against state employees. 
AB 947 (Knight) Replace comparative with contributory negligence rules. 
AB 972 (Sher) Tobacco: claims of misrepresentation. 
AB 994 (Katz) Attorney General: action on tobacco products. 
AB 1094 (W. Murray) Appraisers: unknown conditions. 
AB 1242 (Bordonaro) Evidence of collateral insurance recovery. 
AB 1249 (House) Asbestos: time for commencing an action. 
AB 1355 (Knowles) CH. 977, '95; Withheld evidence in dependency investigations. 
AB 1428 (Woods) Business losses: California Endangered Species. 
AB 1512 (Brewer) Written notice to employer prior to suit by employee. 
AB 1516 (Morrow) Professional liability actions: no joint liability to third parties. 
AB 1601 (Poochigian) Product Liability Reform Act of 1995. 
AB 1689 (Weggeland) CH. 591, '95; Personal property collateral. 
AB 1730 (Morrow) Statute of repose for products liability actions. 
AB 1739 (Bordonaro) CH. 157, '95; Prima facie violation of quarantine laws. 
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AB 1831 (Morrow) Negligence: breach of fiduciary duty. 
AB 1868 (Katz) CH. 979, '95; Oil leaks: pipeline public utilities. 
AB 1904 (Knox) Non-consensual use of another's likeness. 
AB 1938 (Morrow) Limits on non-economic damages: personal injury actions. 
AB 2022 (Knight) Felonies: damages for defective products. 
AB 2077 (Miller) Statute of repose for construction defects. 
AB 23 85 (Brulte) Proportional liability of service providers. 
AB 23 86 (Brulte) Standard for liability of service providers. 
AB 2552 (Battin) Post litigation construction repairs. 
AB 2752 (Kaloogian) Public entity liability: railroad right-of-way. 
AB 2859 (House) Automobile collisions with livestock: open range areas. 
AB 2909 (Baugh) Utilities: high voltage wires. 
AB 2935 (Figueroa) CH. 476, '96; Real estate licensees: duty of care. 
AB 2959 (Baugh) Residential construction defects. 
AB 2969 (Olberg) Public entity liability: playground equipment. 
AB 3055 (Baugh) Employees: loss of future earnings. 
AB 3216 (Brulte) Uninsured drivers: damage awards. 
AB 3259 (Ackerman) Several liability. 
AB 3416 (Caldera) Securities litigation: partially eliminates joint liability. 
SB 15 (Lockyer)· Prejudgment damages in \vrongful death actions. 
SB 49 (Lockyer) Automobile insurance reform. 
SB 141 (Beverly) Limited liability company laws: technical revisions. 
SB 195 (Costa) Marriage counselor: sexual harassment liability. 
SB 744 (Calderon) Damages: residential construction defects. 
SB 934 (Campbell) CH. 241, '95; Certificate of merit: architects and engineers. 
SB 1315 (Rosenthal) Disrupting motion picture production. 
SB 1646 (Johnson) Insurance producers' duty to investigate insurers. 
SB 1711 (Calderon) CH. 185, '96; Common interest developments: liability. 
SB 1754 (Calderon) CH. 867, '96; Controlled substances: liability. 
SB 2069 (Haynes) Nuisance: shooting ranges. 
Punitive and Exemplarv Damages 
AB 492 (Alpert) Punitive damage awards to public agencies. 
AB 1361 (Knowles) CH. 799, '95; Punitive damages awarded against state employees. 
AB 1405 (W. Brown) Punitive damages to deter future conduct. 
AB 1862 (Morrow) Punitive damages: bifurcate issues, limits amount. 
AB 2880 (Baugh) Punitive damages against manufacturers. 
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PERSONAL, CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 
Affirmative Action 
AB 1793 (Lee) Civil remedies: discrimination. 
AB 2468 (Richter) Civil rights: preferences, admission standards. 
ACA 2 (Richter) Civil rights: discrimination, preferences. 
Civil Rights 
AB 2473 (Kuehl) Employment: discrimination: sexual orientation: remedies. 
ACA 36 (Knight) Juries: civil actions: prisoners. 
SB 391 (Thompson) CH. 169, '95; Housing: discrimination. 
SB 1687 (Marks) CH. 498, '96; Disabled persons. 
Death with Dignity 
AB 1080 (Martinez) The Death with Dignity Act. 
AB 1310 (Mazzoni) The Death with Dignity Act. 
Personal Rights 
AB 157 (Villaraigosa) Personal rights: breast-feeding. 
AB 3078 (Baldwin) Crime: compensation for story. 
SB 1540 (Calderon) CH. 1055, '96; Defamation. 
SB 1583 (Calderon) Defamation: punishment. 
SB 1659 (Peace) CH. 1025, '96; Personal rights: privacy. 
Power of Attorney 
SB 948 (Campbell) CH. 300, '95; Clarification: minor substantive changes. 
SB 1148 (Watson) CH. 417, '95; Durable powers of attorney for health care. 
PROBATE AND RELATED MATTERS 
Conservatorship and Guardianships 
AB 1104 (Sher) CH. 278, '95; Joint guardians: terminal illness. 
AB 2020 (Burton) Registry of private professional fiduciaries. 
SB 730 (Mello) CH. 842, '95; Due process in competence determinations. 
SB 961 (Watson) CH. 165, '95; Private professional fiduciary: annual statement. 
SB 1481 (Mello) CH. 910, '96; Conservatorships: dementia. 
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SB 1650 (Mello) CH. 178, '96; Probate investigator's interview. 
SB 1823 (Marks) Performance objectives: temporary appointments. 
Probate and Trusts 
AB 128 (Rainey) CH. 160, '95; Annual bond fee. 
AB 1466 (Kaloogian) CH. 730, '95; Discipline, notice, compensation, removaL 
AB 2146 (Rainey) CH. 86, '96; Probate threshold: incompetents. 
AB 2682 (Kaloogian) Probate referees. 
AB 2751 (Kaloogian) CH.862, '96; Omnibus probate code revisions. 
AB 3442 (Sweeney) Unclaimed toxic property. 
SB 222 (Beverly) CH. 63, '95; Uniform Prudent Investor Act. 
SB 392 (Judiciary) CH. 563, '96; Omnibus probate code revisions. 
SB 1582 (Maddy) Unclaimed property: claims process. 
SB 1907 (O'Connell) CH. 410, '96; Trusts: power ofbeneficiary. 
PROPERTY AND RELATED MATTERS 
Rental Property 
AB 738 (Kuykendall) Landlord-tenant: termination. 
AB 1785 (Brewer) Vetoed, '95; Utilities: delinquent charges. 
AB 2263 (K. Murray) CH. 525, '96; Landlord-tenant: screening fees. 
AB 2384 (Kuykendall) CH. 469, '96; Real estate. 
AB 2777 (House) Landlord-tenant. 
AB 2966 (Brulte) CH. 698, '96; Unlawful detainer. 
AB 2967 (Brulte) Landlord-tenant. 
AB 3018 (Hawkins) Landlord-tenant: security. 
AB 3363 (Brewer) Landlord-tenant: application fee. 
AB 3383 (Knox) Residential care facilities: resident eviction. 
SB 832 (Kopp) CH. 196, '95; Judgments: unlawful detainer. 
AB 2662 (Thompson) Employee benefit plans: lien right. 
SB 2040 (Hughes) Liens: home improvement contracts. 
SB 2091(Beverly) Liens: notices: recording and filing. 
Nuisance 
AB 837 (Katz) Nuisance. 
AB 2970 (Olberg) CH.658, '96; Nuisance; controlled substances. 
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Real Property 
AB 372 (Cortese) Delivery of reconveyance to trustee. 
AB 425 (Kuehl) Enforceability of deed restrictions. 
AB 834 (Kuehl) Vetoed; Equitable servitude. 
AB 1110 (Kaloogian) CH. 384, '95; Receiver: specific performance. 
AB 1120 (Kuykendall) CH. 188, '95; Covenants: hazardous materials. 
AB 1695 (Johnson) CH. 752, '95; Foreclos.ures. 
AB 1828 (Bustamante) CH. 569, '95; Notaries: deed signer's thumbprint. 
AB 2561 (Setencich) Disclosure of information during escrow. 
AB 3362 (Bates) Recording requirement for trustee sales. 
SB 784 (Calderon) CH. 244, '95; Reconveyance: substitute trustee. 
SB 947 (Beverly) Assignment of rents. 
SB 963 (Watson) Los Angeles anti-real estate fraud program. 
SB 1631 (Watson) CH. 177, '96; Notice of deed recordation. 
SB 1638 (Johnson) Deeds oftrust: trustee substitution. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
AB 2528 (Miller) CH. 472, '96; Public employees; investigations and hearings. 
AB 2566 (Goldsmith) CH. 242, '96; Law library trustees. 
AB 2643 (Bordonaro) CH. 1000, '96; Commercial paper: insufficient funds. 
AB 2866 (Speier) Car rentals: damages waiver. 
AB 3304 (Napolitano) CH. 97, '96; Notary public. 
AB 3361 (Bustamante) CH. 79, '96; Notary publics: surety bond. 
ACR 75 (Burton) Tobacco-related diseases: costs of treatment. 
AJR 54 (Kaloogian) Judicial taxation. 
HR 38 (Burton) Relative to Medi-Cal program expenses. 
SB 197 (Kopp) Homesteads. 
SB 1070 (Calderon) Rental car company rates: advertisement. 
SB 1530 (Marks) CH. 397, '96; Solicitations: fraudulent bills. 
SB 2014 (Alquist) Unclaimed property: transfer and reporting. 
SB 2017 (Kopp) Public utilities: restoration of service. 









(bab) Exemplary damages. 
In cases in which a person is convicted of attempting to murder 
his or her spouse: 1) the injured spouse is entitled to an award 
of 100% of his or her own pension or retirement benefits; and, 
2) the abusing spouse is prohibited from receiving any spousal 





(bab) Public benefit corporations: 
amendment of articles. 





(rrl) Public property: security. 
Authorizes San Bernardino County to charge a filing fee 
surcharge through the superior court to pay for courthouse 
security; requires the State Capitol to be equipped with a 





(bab) Civil actions. 
Extends the sunset on civil trial pilot programs in Riverside 





(rrl) Enforcement of money judgments: 
exemptions. 
Provides that amounts payable for individual retirement accounts 





(dpj) Estates: bond fee. 
Clarifies that bond fee charges by public administrators are to 





(rrl) Personal rights: breastfeeding. 
Authorizes a mother to breastfeed her infant in any location 






(dpj) Child support. 
Modifies current guidelines for determining the amount of child 





(rrl) Fines and forfeitures. 
Eliminates the requirement that counties transfer $1.00 of a 





(rrl) Mobilehome parks: suits against 
management: mediation. 
Requires that mobilehome tenants and park owners engage in 
nonbinding mediation prior to suit regarding management's 





(dpj) Department of Justice. 
Adds to the type of restraining orders that must be registered 





(rrl) Civil procedure. 
Provides that when the last day to perform an act under the 
Civil Discovery Act falls on a Saturday or holiday, the time 
limit extends to the next day; extends the time to respond to a 





(rrl) Civil procedure. 
Provides that if a party's records are to be produced at a 
deposition, the deposition must be scheduled at least 20 days 
after service of the deposition notice. Provides that a motion 
to quash or to dismiss may contain a hearing date that is the 
earliest available after filing. Specifies the time in which a 
defendant must respond following a state court's receipt of a 
federal remand. Makes a number of changes in the law relating 






(rrl) Civil procedure: discovery. 
Authorizes an additional deposition of a person previously 
deposed for the limited purpose of discovering property in which 
that person has an interest; provides that if a party's records 
are to be produced at a deposition, the deposition must be 






(dpj) Support enforcement: public 
assistance. 
Primarily, prohibits both the Department of Motor Vehicles from 
issuing or renewing drivers' licenses and the Secretary of State 
from appointing and commissioning notary publics who are 
delinquent in child support and whose names appear on the 
Department of Social Services list. Provides for administrative 





(dpj) AFDC: child support actions. 
Authorizes a caretaker parent to become a participant in any 
action for child support to which the caretaker parent is not a 
party, and allows the participant to file pleadings, introduce 
evidence, subpoena witnesses and review and obtain copies of the 





(dpj) Child support. 
Raises the K factor to increase child support and provides a 
minimum order (based upon a net income of $15,000 per month) for 
the high earner in high income cases where the court has 





( ii) Vehicles: storage fees. 
Authorizes the collection of a vehicle parking and storage fee, 
after proper notice to the legal owner for a vehicle which has 






(bab) Civil recovery: offenders. 
Immunizes private citizens from lawsuits if they injure fleeing 





(dpj) Visitation: grandparents and 
great-grandparents. 
Establishes the right of great-grandparents to visitation. 
Provides that a grandparent or great-grandparent need not show 
bonding when seeking visitation with an infant. Provides that 
the best interests of the child are to be the overriding 






Requires that documents involved in the reconveyance of property 





(bab) Liability for defective 
products. 
Authorizes manufacturers and sellers of an allegedly defective 
product to present evidence that the product was manufactured in 





(bab) Product liability actions: 
subsequent remedial measures. 
Provides that evidence of conduct to improve the safety of a 






(dpj) Family law: support. 
Authorizes post-judgement service of requests for income and 
benefit information on employers after first requesting the 
information from the other party and provides for the admission 






(rrl) Real property: power of 
termination. 
Requires that specified restrictions contained in a deed to 
restrict the appearance, design or setbacks of buildings shall 





(bab) Liability: negligence. 
Provides that a person may not recover non-economic damages for 
injuries resulting from an automobile accident if he or she was 







Provides for a court-appointed attorney, at county expense, to 
represent indigent alleged fathers in paternity actions. 
Provides that the notice in a declaration for voluntary 






(dpj) Family Law: support. 
Provides for a court-appointed attorney, at county expense, for 
an indigent respondent in any action for the collection and 
enforcement of support. Specifies that the minimum, basic, 
living expenses of a stepchild, whose other parent is deceased, 
may qualify as a hardship deduction. Provides that an obligor 
parent with equal physical custody shall not be responsible for 






(rrl) Developmentally disabled: 
contracts. 
Establishes a process for court approval of certain contracts 







(pas) Exemplary damages: education. 
Provides that, except for the amount necessary to pay attorney's 
fees, punitive damages award be sent to the State Controller for 






Provides that oral depositions be scheduled at least 20 days 
after service of a notice of deposition when documents must be 
produced for the deposition; authorizes courts to punish failure 





(bab) Obligations: joint and several 
liability. 
Provides that in actions arising from the transfer, sale, lease 
or exchange of real property, a defendant's liability for 
economic damages shall be several, not joint, if the buyer has 





(rrl) Checks: insufficient funds. 
Increases the maximum amount of damages that may be awarded to a 





(bab) Real estate transfers: 
disclosure. 
Limits the liability of real estate agents for errors in 
information given to prospective purchasers when they have 






(dpj) Public social services 
benefits. 
Provides that an obligee parent who has received public 
assistance and is later found by a court to have had the ability 
to support his or her child during the period of receipt of 
benefits shall be required to reimburse the county for the 
amount of benefits received for the children. Provides notice 
to obligors that a contractual agreement made with the district 
attorney does not modify the court order and the obligor has the 
right to seek modification of the court order. Requires the 
district attorney and Department of Social Services to notify an 
obligor when the obligee goes on or off public assistance. 
AB 542 Dead 
Archie-Hudson 1996 
(dpj) Child support: concealment. 
Provides that the district attorney has an affirmative duty to 
disclose the location of an obligee parent who is receiving 
benefits in specified circumstances where concealment of a child 
by the obligee may result in waiver of the county's 
reimbursement, so long as the disclosure does not represent a 






(ii) Municipal courts: Madera 
County. 
Revises the number, qualifications and compensation of municipal 






Eliminates the requirement of filing a modified abstract of 
judgment showing the new amount of the order when a judgment for 
support is modified. Requires that a support obligee shall 
respond in a timely manner to: 1) a title or escrow company's 
request for information regarding a judgment lien statement 
needed to close escrow; or, 2) to a support obligor who claims 






{bab) Agricultural food products: 
trade libel. 
Provides a cause of action for trade libel for a producer of 
perishable, agricultural, food products which are damaged as a 
result of willful, or malicious, public dissemination of false 






(bab) Governmental tort liability. 
Provides that a governmental entity is not liable for personal 
injuries or death caused by excessive force of a police officer, 
unless it is proven that the officer's conduct in the line of 
duty made his or her use of excessive force foreseeable. 
AB 583 
Sher 
CH. 1003 (bab} 
1996 
Uniform Partnership Act of 
1994. 
Enacts the Uniform Partnership Act of 1994, affecting the 





(bab) Volunteer physicians and 
surgeons: immunity from 
liability. 
Provides immunity from liability to volunteer physicians who, in 
good faith and without compensation, give medical assistance at 





(rrl) Civil discovery. 





(dpj) Domestic partnership. 
Defines "domestic partnerships" and provides for the 






(dpj) Domestic violence. 
Makes a number of changes in the law relating to protective 





(bab) Corporations: meetings. 
Authorizes corporate board of directors meetings by use of 





(bab) Liability: public agencies and 
employees. 






(dpj) Costs: collection of awards. 
Provides that in actions involving awards of child support, 
recoverable costs shall include costs of collection up to 10 





(rrl) Courts: small claims. 
Provides that a prevailing party in a municipal court action 
that could have been brought in small claims court shall only be 
awarded costs that could have been recovered had the case been 
brought in small claims court. Permits the California 
Department of Corrections and the California Youth Authority to 
appear and participate in small claims court actions through a 
non-attorney representative. Provides that small claims court 
has jurisdiction to hear actions filed by the California 
Department of Corrections or the California Youth Authority 







( ii) Municipal courts. 
Prescribes the salary and benefits of municipal court marshals 
in Humboldt County; implements Proposition 191 in Placer, 
Madera, Glenn, Siskiyou and Mendocino Counties and provides for 
the number, qualifications and compensation of court personnel 





(rrl) Landlord-tenant: termination. 
Provides that a residential tenant may be given a three-day 
notice to vacate when the landlord has good faith belief that 






Makes a number of changes in the law requiring arbitrators to 
disclose the names and the results of cases in which the 






(dpj) Children: custody 
determination. 
Requires a court to determine who has been the primary caregiver 





(pas) Exemplary damages: 
apportionment. 
Enacts the Fair Damages Distribution and Litigation Reduction 
Act of 1995, which provides for a portion of punitive damages 








Provides that where a widow is artificially inseminated with her 
deceased husband's sperm, the presumption that the husband is 
the father of a child born within 300 days of his death will be 
extended to a child born within 1000 days of his death. 
Provides that no person shall be civilly liable to a child for 
the transfer of property where the child is born more than 300 
days after the deceased father's death and paternity was 





(bab) State tort liability: sexual 
harassment. 
Enacts specific provisions relating to sexual harassment claims 





(dpj) Child custody. 
Provides a rebuttable presumption that an award of sole or joint 
legal or physical custody to a parent who has perpetrated 
domestic violence is detrimental to the best interest of the 





(dpj) Community property: disclosure: 
waiver. 
Permits parties to stipulate to a waiver of the final 
declaration of disclosure if the preliminary declaration of 
disclosure is complete and both parties have completed and 





(rrl) Cellular telephones: unfair 
trade practices: pricing. 
Permits "bundling" of discounted cellular telephone equipment 






(bab) County agricultural 
commissioners: liability: 
licensing of county 
agricultural inspectors. 
Provides that a county department of agriculture is not liable 
for an injury caused by the issuance, denial, suspension or 





(rrl) Real property: power of 
termination. 
Provides that statutory provisions that abolish certain powers 
of termination will not prohibit the enforcement of certain 





(bab) Nonprofit corporations: 
suspension of powers. 
Provides for the suspension of a corporation's powers when a 
nonprofit corporation has not filed its required annual report 






Specifies that any person may abate a public nuisance that is 





(rrl) Courts: trial court 
coordination plan and funding. 
Makes a number of changes to facilitate coordination of the 





(bab) Equine activities: limitation 
of liability. 
Provides immunity for injury or death of a participant or horse 






(dpj) Domestic violence: protective 
orders. 







Prohibits a birthparent from seeking to overturn an adoption 
more than one year after entry of the adoption order, except in 





(bab) Works of improvement. 





· (bab) Corporations: shareholder 
derivative actions. 
Revises the steps that a shareholder must fulfill prior to 





(dpj) Family law: restraining orders. 
Makes a number of changes in the law relating to temporary 
restraining orders and protective orders to prevent domestic 
violence, including: 1) authorizing a municipal court judge to 
issue specified orders when relief cannot be obtained in a 
timely manner from a superior court judge; and, 2) extending the 
duration of some domestic violence protective orders to have a 
duration of not more than three years, unless terminated or 





(rrl) Capacity: banking institutions .. 
Authorizes a financial institution to refuse to honor a check or 
other withdrawal of funds if the institution believes or 
receives an affidavit stating the person signing the check or 







Provides that, in any action based on negligence, the rules of 
contributory negligence, and not comparative negligence, shall 
apply if the plaintiff contributed to his or her own injury by 





(bab) Government tort liability. 
Provides immunity to public entities for injuries caused by 
landslide or other earth movement arising from construction that 
occurs pursuant to any approval, certificate, license, order or 





(dpj) Family law: domestic violence: 
contempt. 
Requires the Judicial Council to prescribe forms that may be 
used by a person not represented by counsel to file affidavits 
of facts which constitute contempt under the Domestic Violence 
Prevention Act. Provides that there is no filing fee for filing 
a petition, response, or modification under this proceeding. 
Provides that no fee is required of the petitioner for service 





(bab) Product liability: common 
consumer products. 
Provides that manufacturers and sellers of tobacco products are 
not immunized from products liability claims based on 





(bab) Health: consumer product 
actions. 
Requires the Attorney General, under specific conditions, to 
bring lawsuits against manufacturers of tobacco products in 
order to recover health care costs. Authorizes the Director of 
Health Services to recover Medi-Cal benefits paid to recipients 






(dpj) Child custody. 
Provides that first preference should be given to granting joint 
custody and second preference should be given to granting 
custody to either parent, but does not establish a presumption 





(bab) Privileged communications: 
medical information. 
Prohibits ex parte interviews of a patient's physician or 
psychotherapist in actions based upon physiological or 





(dpj) Civil procedure: automation. 
Authorizes a court to establish and operate an interactive 
computer system to assist pro per litigants in preparing 
standardized court documents in specified civil actions, 
including: 1) enforcement of orders dealing with child 
visitation, custody and property division; 2) landlord-tenant 






(dpj) Family law: support. 
Establishes the Office of Family Law Facilitator in each county 






(dpj) Domestic violence protective 
orders. 
Provides that orders issued under the Domestic Violence 
Prevention Act may enjoin a party from causing damage to 





(rrl) Contracts: binding arbitration. 
Provides that contracts that contain arbitration clauses are not 







(bab) Liability: real property. 
Requires juries, in determining comparative negligence, to 
apportion: 1) a greater share of fault to someone who has 
engaged in serious criminal activity than to someone who has 
not; and, 2) a greater share of fault to someone culpable of 
intentional conduct than to someone who has been negligent or 





(dpj) Domestic violence. 
Provides criminal penalties for the unauthorized disclosure of 
domestic violence shelter locations. Allows for substitute 
service on the respondent. Allows for the establishment of 
domestic violence education programs in each county. Increases 





(rrl) The Death with Dignity Act. 





(bab) Real estate appraisers. 
Provides that licensed or certified real estate appraisers are 






(dpj) Guardianships: joint. 
Modifies the law regarding appointment of joint guardians when a 
custodial parent is terminally ill by redefining that, in 





(rrl) Financial transactions: 
receivers. 
Permits the appointment of a receiver after a judgment for 







(rrl) Expert witnesses. 
Prohibits an officer or employee of the Department of Real 
Estate or the Office of Real Estate Appraisers from testifying 
as an expert witness in private civil actions to determine 






(bab) Real property: covenants. 
Provides that covenants made for the benefit of real property 
(covenants that run with the land) may include covenants to 






(dpj) Minors: injunctions and 
protective orders. 
Provides that a minor accompanied by a guardian ad litem may 
appear in court without counsel to obtain a restraining or 
protective order against domestic violence. Prohibits courts 
from appointing a person as a guardian ad litem when that person 
and the minor have divergent interests and the ability of the 






(bab) Creditor assignments: 
exemption. 
Provides that payment of a claim in exchange for a waiver or 
release of a mechanic's lien, stop notice or right to recover on 
a payment bond is exempt from an assignee's right to recover 





(rrl) Statute of limitations: 
environmental actions. 
Provides a three year statute of limitation for civil actions 
against persons who substantially divert or obstruct the natural 







( ii) Service of process: gated 
communities. 





(ii) Court operations. 
Enacts the Assembly Judiciary Committee omnibus civil procedure 





(ii) Courts: fees. 






(rrl) Works of improvement: waiver of 
claims. 
Revises the mechanic's lien law regarding conditional and 





(bab) Securities: rollup 
transactions. 
Provides that documents prepared for, or created by, a 
compliance review committee of a supervised financial 
organization are confidential and are not discoverable or 





(bab) Vehicles: liability. 
Permits defendants in actions for personal injury based on 
negligence to introduce evidence of health care benefits 
recovered by the plaintiff following a verdict for the 
plaintiff. Permit·s a reduction in the award by the amount of 





(bab) Commencement of actions: 
asbestos exposure. 
Revises the time for commencing a civil action for injury or 






(dpj) Adoption: parental rights. 
Revises adoption law relating to notice and limits the time 
within which a natural father may bring an action to declare the 
existence of a father and child relationship to 30 days after he 





(rrl) Unprofessional conduct: court 
reporters. 
Prohibits court reporters from offering or accepting gifts from 





(rrl) Public works: resolution of 
contract claims. 
Makes a number of changes in the law relating to resolution of 





(rrl) The Death with Dignity Act. 





(ii) Consumer protection. 
Revises the law relating to the type of identification 





(rrl) Private property rights 
protection. 
Requires state agencies to evaluate proposed regulatory actions 
to ensure compliance with recent judicial decisions regarding 





(rrl) Real property: takings. 
Requires state agencies to certify that they have completed a 
private property taking impact analysis before commencing any 







(dpj) Juveniles: costs of support. 
Provides that, when a Welfare and Institutions Code Section 300 
proceeding is dismissed at the jurisdictional hearing, persons 






(dpj) Juveniles: court proceedings: 
court appointed professionals: 
unprofessional conduct. 
Provides that if a licensed psychiatrist, psychologist, or a 
marriage, family, and child counselor is appointed by a court 
for any purpose in a matter relating to child welfare and the 
licensee engages in acts of perjury, fabrication of evidence, or 
a failure to disclose exculpatory evidence, or obtains testimony 
by duress, fraud, or undue influence, the license of that person 





(bab) Tort liability: public 
employees. 
Provides that the civil immunity given juvenile social workers 
and others who initiate and conduct dependency investigations or 
proceedings shall not extend to any act of perjury, fabrication 
of evidence, failure to disclose exculpatory evidence or 






(bab) Public entities: liability: 
litigation expense. 
Authorizes the state to pay punitive damages awarded against its 






(rrl) Copyright: contracts. 
Regulates contracts between proprietors of retail establishments 






(bab) Punitive damages. 






(bab) Workers' compensation: 
firefighters. 
Authorizes active firefighters to bring a cause of action 






( ii) State Bar of California: 
discipline. 
Replaces the State Bar Complainants Grievance Panel with a 





(bab) Attorneys: fees. 
Requires that attorney contracts to represent a client on a 
contingency fee basis include a statement that the client has a 





(bab) Civil actions: liability. 
Provides immunity from civil liability for injuring or killing a 
felony offender while attempting to detain, trace, identify or 





(bab) Amusement rides: liability. 






( ii) State Bar of California: 
membership fees. 
Extends through 1997 the authority of the State Bar to collect 






(dpj) Trusts and wills. 
Makes a number of changes in the law relating to: 1) the 
authority to discipline attorneys for violation of dual 
compensation and donative transfer from an estate; 2) notices 
that must be given in regard to trusts and temporary 
guardianship; 3) attorney's compensation in conservatorship and 





(sb) Revocable Trusts. 
Allows a court order for modification of certain revocable 





(bab) Civil actions and proceedings. 
Extends the sunset two years on the Riverside-San Bernardino 






(bab) Emergency Medical Services: 
dispatcher services. 
Adds dispatchers to the persons entitled to qualified immunity 





(bab) Employment: wrongful discharge: 
actions. 
Prohibits employees from bringing a civil action against an 





(dpj) Support: enforcement. 







(bab) Professional negligence: joint 
and several liability. 
Provides that in actions based on professional negligence 






(bab) Liability: public entities. 
Provides that courts and local agencies shall not be liable for 
injuries to an individual providing court-ordered community 






(bab) Civil procedure: sanctions. 
Requires a court to impose sanctions on an attorney for 





(bab) Product liability. 





(bab) Legal proceedings: Governor. 
Prohibits the Governor from initiating legal proceedings that 





(bab) Remedies: deficiency liability. 
Extends to January 1, 1999 the sunset provisions dealing with 






(rrl) Mortgages: utility liens. 
Makes a number of changes in the law relating to the foreclosure 






(bab) Civil actions: product 
liability. 
Provides that product liability actions must be brought within 
ten years from the date of the first sale, lease or delivery to 





{bab) County court costs: broadcast 
rights. 
Authorizes counties to require private news organizations to bid 
for the right to provide a pool camera for televising and 





{bab) Agriculture: quarantine. 
Establishes a prima facie case of intentional violation of state 
or federal quarantine law where a person engaged in business or 
commercial activity is found in possession of a shipment, plant 





{ ii) Courts: court attendants. 
Provides that any court attendant may perform certain duties 






{dpj) Support enforcement. 
Provides that payments for vocational rehabilitation maintenance 





{ ii) Public records. 
Requires that court file records be accessible to the public 






(rrl) Public utilities: services to 
tenants. 
Revises the authority of municipally-owned utilities and 
municipal utility districts to collect delinquent charges for 
service to rental property and collect security deposits for 





(pas) Civil remedies: discrimination. 
States that it is the intent of the Legislature to authorize 
courts to grant remedies that require outreach, recruitment or 





(bab) Electronic monitoring. 
Provides for a continuous electronic monitoring program for 
parolees, probationers, and jail inmates to be conducted as a 





( ii) Judges. 






(rrl) Mobilehome parks. 
Provides that mobilehome owners have an affirmative duty to 
provide park management with notice within 20 days of knowing or 
discovering an alleged failure to maintain park facilities. 
Limits the amount of damages that may be recovered for injuries 







Makes permanent, and applies statewide the portion of the Los 
Angeles County anti-real estate fraud program that requires 
notaries public to obtain the thumbprint of signers of specified 






(bab) Real estate transfers: duties. 
Provides that acts of ordinary negligence of a person licensed 






(dpj) Family law: support: 
paternity. 
Revises various provisions for the Voluntary Acknowledgment of 
Paternity to ensure greater health care coverage for children 






( ii) Court interpreters. 
Revises the date by which the Judicial Council must approve 





(bab) Exemplary damages. 
Requires that, if a defendant is found liable for punitive 
damages, a judge shall determine the amount in a separate 
proceeding. Limits punitive damages to three times the 
compensatory damages. Limits the condition under which a 





(bab) Pipeline corporations: damages. 
Provides that pipeline corporations that qualify as a public 
utility shall be jointly and severally strictly liable for 
injuries or death and property damage resulting from any leak, 





(rrl) Civil actions: case 
questionnaires. 
Provides that municipal defendants as well as plaintiffs have 
the option of serving a case questionnaire to elicit fundamental 






(bab) Mechanic's lien. 
Provides that a null and void mechanic's lien shall not 
constitute notice nor impose a duty of inquiry for any purpose. 
Authorizes mechanic's lien claimants to record additional or 
successive claims of lien, unless a court orders that the 






Increases the statutory damages for knowingly using another's 






(rrl) Judicial arbitration. 






(bab) Negligence: noneconomic losses. 
Limits noneconomic damages to no more than $250,000 in any 





(bab) Public benefit corporations. 
Requires the Attorney General be given notice within 15 days, 
rather than 30 days, when a public benefit corporation amends 






(dpj) Domestic relationships. 
Provides that a marriage contracted outside this state between 






(cez) Civil procedure: discovery. 
Requires the parties to a lawsuit to meet and confer and 
exchange information which supports their allegations or 






(sb) Jurors: peremptory challenges: 
criminal cases. 





(cez) Harassment: restraining orders. 
Requires the service and enforcement of a protective order by 
law enforcement officers who are called to the scene of an 





(sb) Protective proceedings: 
guardians and conservators. 
Permits the appointment of a private professional conservator or 
guardian without requiring prior registration under the Probate 
Code in a case of urgency. Also revises the filing and 
disclosure requirements, exceptions and definitions applicable 





(cle) Product liability. 
Prohibits those who are convicted of specified dangerous 
felonies from recovering damages for injuries incurred during 






Prohibits news media from using television, motion picture, or 






(cez) Name change. 
Provides that notwithstanding any other law, the court shall 
deny an application for a name change made by a person under the 





(sb) Juries: peremptory challenges. 
Eliminates the "peremptory challenge" from the process whereby 
the court and parties select the jury in civil and criminal 
cases. Would permit the parties to remove prospective jurors 
from the jury panel only by proving that particular jurors have 





(sb) Hearsay: exceptions. 
Changes the hearsay rule to permit a diary entry or other 
statement by an unavailable victim to be more readily accepted 
as evidence in court under certain circumstances. Would adjust 
and clarify the tests for determining whether a statement should 
be deemed trustworthy, limit the exception to statements made 
within five years preceding the action, and make the provisions 





(sb) Sheriffs and marshalls. 
Authorizes the consolidation of bailiff services now rendered by 





(cle) Limitation of actions: 
construction defects. 
Bars an action to recover damages for a latent construction 
defect; if that action is brought more than six years after 






(sb) Court proceedings electronic 
recording. 
Authorizes the Judicial Council to provide for electronic 
recording and computer assisted transcription as a means of 
keeping the record of oral proceedings in courts. Any rule 
adopted by the council would include establishment of 
specifications and standards for video and audio recording, and 





(sb) Rules of Court: recording and 
broadcasting. 
Directs the Judicial Council to adopt rules for televising, 





(cez) Punitive damages. 





( sb) Probate: disposition of 
property. 
Increases the threshold for filing a formal probate proceeding 
from $60,000 to $100,000 and gives guardians and conservators 






(sf) Marriage: dissolution: 
default. 
Revises provisions of the Family Code regarding dissolutions by 
default including the mailing of specified documents to spouses 
by the court clerk. 
AB 2154 
Kuehl 
CH. 1138 (sf) 
199·6 
Juveniles: dependent children: 
protective orders. 
Clarifies when a juvenile court has the authority to issue 
restraining orders to protect a child and against whom those 
orders may be issued. Increases the frequency of status review 
and permanency planning hearings, from once every 18 months to 






(sf) Restraining orders: minors. 
Allows a minor, who is 12 years of age or older, to appear in 
court, without a guardian, counsel or guardian ad litem, to 
obtain a protective order resulting from a dating or engagement 
relationship. Allows the court, after considering reasonable 
objections by the minor, to the appointment of specific 
individuals, as a guardian ad litem, providing that the 
appointment does not delay the issuance of the protective order. 
Requires the court to send a copy of the order to at least one 
parent or guardian designated by the minor, unless, in the 
discretion of the court, notification of parent or guardian 





(sf) Children: adoption. 
Expands the list of individuals who may file for an independent 
adoption to include first cousins and certain guardians of one 
year or more. Allows a licensed private adoption agency to 
investigate prospective parents and certify prospective adoptive 
parents by a preplacement evaluation. Provides for charges to 





(cez) Small claims court. 





(sb) Court employer-employee 
relations. 
Enacts provisions similar to the existing Meyers-Millias-Brown 
Act to govern relationships between persons who work in the 





(sb) Court reporters' transcripts: 
copying and use. 
Permits the court to acquire the original transcript of oral 
proceedings in hearings and trials at a cost of about $2.50 per 







(sf) Landlord-tenant: screening 
fees. 
Allows, as a condition of renting residential property, the 
requirement of a non-refundable applicant screening fee and 
provides specific procedures for the same. Provides that the 
bill become operative only if AB 2384 (Kuykendall) is enacted 
and becomes effective on or before January 1, 1997. 
AB 2270 Dropped (cez) Civil procedure: defendant's 
Thompson 1996 name. 
Revises the fictitious name or "Doe" statute. 
AB 2272 Dropped (cle) Works of improvement. 
Thompson 1996 
Extends the rules applicable to retention proceeds withheld from 






(cle) Civil liability. 
Prohibits a person who commits a felony from recovering damages 
for injuries incurred during the felony except where the injury 





(cle) Real property. 
Allows a public entity or owner of real property which allows an 
easement to the public which is sued for injury on the property, 
to be reimbursed by the State Board of Control for reasonable 
attorney's fees if the owner prevails or if the suit is 





(sb) Testimony of a witness: 
hypnosis. 
Deletes an existing Evidence Code reference to former 
certification activity by the Board of Behavioral Science 
Examiners concerning hypnosis. 
32 
AB 2303 Dropped (sf} Mediation: family disputes. 
Kuehl 1996 
Regulated court fees in mediated family law disputes 
AB 2318 Dead (cez} Liability: skating rinks. 
Goldsmith 1996 
Creates the Roller Skating Safety Act, which sets forth duties 





(cle} Liability: marine weather. 
Provides immunity to public entities and public employees for 
potential liability for personal injury, property damage, lost 
profits or wrongful death suffered as a result of disseminated 
marine weather information, forecasts, or advisories. Exempts 





(sb} Motor vehicle leases. 
Establishes a statutory procedure, which is the same as the 
existing procedure established by Judicial Council Rule, to 






(sb} Civil actions: credit cards. 
Authorizes merchants to recover damages in excess of $2,500 in 
the small claims court for theft and credit card fraud cases, 







Includes skateboarding among the Hazardous Recreational 
Activities for which public entities and public employees 






(cez) Change of names: felons and 
registered sex offenders. 
Provides that notwithstanding any other law, the court shall 
deny an application for a name change made by a person who is 
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections or who 
is a registered sex offender under Section 290 of the Penal 
Code. Provides that the court shall use the California Law 
Enforcement Telecommunications System and Criminal Justice 
Information System to determine whether or not an applicant for 
a name change is under the jurisdiction of the Department of 
Corrections or is a registered sex offender under Section 290 of 
the Penal Code. Requires applicants for a statutory name change 
to declare under penalty of perjury that they are not a member 





(sb) Municipal courts. 
Provides for revision of court facilities in Humbolt County, and 





(sf) Real estate. 
Excludes from the definition of the term "advance fee," as it 
relates to Real Estate Law, the term "security" as used to 
denote any payment, fee, deposit, or charge used as a security 
for a rental agreement for residential property or the term 
"screening fee" as used to denote any nonrefundable payment of 
money charged by a landlord to validate, review, or otherwise 
process an application for the rent or lease of residential 
rental property. Specifies that this bill becomes operative 







Provides that an entity which renders services to a plaintiff is 
liable only for the proportion of damages attributable to his or 






(cle) Causes of action: services. 
Provides that an entity has liability for losses arising out of 
the acts or omissions of a third party's rendering of services 
to another only under limited, specific circumstances pertaining 





(cle) Limitation of actions. 






(sb) Home solicitation contracts. 
Redefines the term "business day" to exclude Saturdays for 
purposes of certain home remodeling or home construction 
contracts. This bill extends the three-day cancellation period 
for construction contracts solicited at the buyer's home or away 
from the seller's premises by one day if the agreement is signed 





(sb) Contractors: home improvement 
contracts. 
Requires information about the price and scope of work to be 
included in any agreement which changes the specifications for 
home improvement or swimming pool construction work as a 
condition of enforceability. Permits the contractor to recover 





(cez) State Bar: examining committee. 
Prohibits the State Bar of California Examining Committee from 
accrediting law schools. Prohibits the Examining Committee from 





(sf) Community property. 
Specifies the valuation date for an "interest" in a defined 






(cle} Expert witnesses. 
Prohibits an officer or employee of the Department of Real 
Estate from testifying as a hired expert in a civil action 
regarding a real estate licensee's fulfillment of professional 






(cez) Checks: insufficient funds. 
Extends liability for bad checks to holders and assignees, 






(cez) Civil rights. 
Bans preferential treatment on the basis or race, color, sex, 
ethnicity, or national origin in public employment, public 
education, and public faculty employment. Bans the admission of 
persons to a public educational institution through procedures 





(cez) Employment: discrimination: 
sexual orientation: remedies. 
Specifies that a person who is aggrieved by unlawful 
discrimination or different treatment on the basis of sexual 
orientation in violation of Section 1102.1 of the Labor Code may 
pursue remedies available through the Labor Commissioner or 
alternatively may commence a civil action to recover 





(sf) Child custody. 
Expands the scope of persons who may have been abused by a 
person seeking custody as relevant in determining the best 






(cez) Amusement rides: park rules. 
Provides that an amusement park may detain a person for a 
reasonable time whenever that person has probable cause to 
believe that the person has violated lawful park rules. 
Provides that if any person admitted to the park fails or 
refuses to follow park rules after being informed, then the park 
may request that the person leave the park. Provides that if 
the person then fails to leave the premises or comply with park 
rules the person shall be deemed to be interfering with the 






(sb) Evidence: hearsay. 
Allows the statement of a person who is unavailable as a witness 
to be introduced as evidence in a criminal case, if the 
statement was previously introduced at a hearing or trial as a 





( sb) Courts. 
Authorizes the conversion of a juvenile court referee position 






(cez) False claims actions: 
University of California. 
Authorizes the University of California to prosecute fraud under 





(cez) Arbitration: civil immunity. 







(sf) Public employees: 
investigations and hearings. 
Provides that the State Personnel Board be reimbursed by the 
California State University and certain local agencies for costs 
incurred in conducting hearings involving their employees. 
Replaces the current "transactional immunity" protection with 





(cle) Building codes. 
Limits the damages recoverable for the cost of repairing 
construction defects to the cost necessary to comply with 






( sb) Trial courts: funding. 
This budget trailer bill enacts the Trial Court Funding and 






Revises the means of summoning, orienting and identifying 





(sf) Child custody and visitation: 
ex parte orders. 






(sb) Real Property: transfer 
Establishes a procedure for disclosure of new information which 
is discovered before the close of escrow in the sale of 
residential real property, and clarifies that disclosure is to 






(cez) Inmate litigants. 
Specifies that notwithstanding current law's provisions for fee 
waivers for indigent plaintiffs, a person who is sentenced to 
imprisonment in the state prison or county jail, and during that 
period of imprisonment files a civil action or notice of appeal 
shall be required to pay the full amount of the filing fees 
required by the county to initiate a lawsuit. Specifies 
procedures for the collection by the court of the filing fee 
required to file the action through a combination of initial 
partial payments and monthly payments from the inmate's account. 
Specifies that an inmate shall not be prohibited from bringing a 
civil action or appeal of a civil action solely because the 






(cez) Law library trustees. 
Provides that the board of law library trustees in San Diego 
County shall consist of two judges of the superior court, two 
judges from the municipal court, and three attorney residents of 
the county to be appointed by the board of supervisors. One of 






(sb) Small claims court. 
Permits the manager of real property to appear in a small claims 
action on behalf of the owner if the case relates to the 





(cle) Liability: emergency vehicles. 







(sf) Dependent children. 
This bill adds to the list of conditions under which the 
juvenile court need not provide family reunification services, 
the following situation: 1) the minor had been previously 
adjudicated a dependent, as a result of physical or sexual 
abuse; 2) that following that adjudication the minor had been 
removed from the custody of his or her parent or guardian; 3) 
that the minor has been returned to the custody of the parent or 
guardian; and, 4) the minor is being removed due to additional 





(cle) Liens: commercial leaseholds. 
Allows a real estate licensee to record a lien upon real 
property to secure payment of any unpaid portion of a commission 




CH. 1000 (cez) 
1996 
Commercial paper: insufficient 
funds. 
Authorizes the payee of a check that has been returned for 
insufficient funds, to assess and collect a bad check fee of up 
to $25 for the first check and a bad check fee of up to $35 for 
each subsequent bad check to that same payee. 
AB 2647 
Kuehl 
CH. 1139 (sf) 
1996 
Domestic violence: custody 
protective orders. 
Expands the use of restraining orders in the juvenile dependency 
setting. Allows for the confidentiality of victim's address. 





(cle) Employee benefit plans. 
Eliminates a statutory lien right on real property in favor of 
trust funds established pursuant to collective bargaining 
agreements so as to be consistent with the California Supreme 






{sb) Indigent litigants. 
Requires courts to obtain documentation from persons who apply 
for a waiver of filing fees, to verify their low income, need or 
status as recipients of public welfare. Specifies that the 
applicant's social security number may be used to verify 
entitlement to benefits. 
AB 2678 
Figueroa 
CH. 1051 (cez} 
1996 
False claims actions. 
Provides that the statutory litigation privilege shall not be 






(sf} Dependent children. 
Revises circumstances where reunification services need not or 
shall not be provided; provides that evidence that the minor has 
been placed with a foster parent or a guardian who is willing to 
adopt the minor is not evidence that reasonable services have 
not been provided or offered; provides that the court may 
terminate the parental rights even if the minor is living with a 
foster parent who is unwilling to adopt the minor because of 
exceptional circumstances. Adds unwillingness to accept 






(sb} Probate referees. 
Replaces probate referees with disinterested appraisers in 
matters involving estates, conservators, guardians, and judicial 
foreclosures, and expands the authority of personal 






(cez} Attorneys: continuing 
education. 
Exempts attorneys employed full-time by a city or county from 






(cle) Limitation of actions: 
silicone implants. 
Revives all causes of action, except as specified, which are now 
barred by statutes of limitation pertaining to injury or death 





(sb) Estates and trusts. 
Makes technical and clarifying changes in probate, guardianship 





(cle) Governmental tort liability. 
Excludes railroad right-of-way owned and controlled by public 
entities from the dangerous condition definition upon which 






Limits exemptions from attachment and enforcement of judgment in 
cases involving damage to property by a tenant; specifies 





(cez) State Bar. 
Makes numerous non-controversial changes 
the State Bar's disciplinary procedures. 
dealing with arbitration qf fee disputes 
his or her client. 
in the law relating to 
Clarifies provisions 





(sf) Domestic violence: judicial 
training. 
Creates a judicial training program in the area of domestic 






(cez) Actions and proceedings. 
Authorizes the court to require a party, who requests a trial de 
novo after the conclusion of a judicial arbitration proceeding, 
to post a bond to cover reasonable costs and fees likely to be 
awarded if he or she does not prevail at the trial de novo, if 





(cle) Civil actions: collisions 
between vehicles and domestic 
animals. 
Insulates animal owners from liability arising from collisions 





(cez) Car rentals: damages waiver. 
Requires car rental companies that offer or provide a damage 
waiver to include, in addition to current law's required 
disclosures, a notice on the rental contract in 10-point 
boldface print immediately above the damage waiver that reads, 
"The Damage Waiver is not needed if your private vehicle 
insurance or credit card covers you for damages to, or theft of, 





(cle) Exemplary damages: product 
liability. 
Prohibits the award of exemplary damages against the 
manufacturer in product liability cases where the product 
conforms with existing relevant regulations, unless the 





(sf) Minors: medical care and 
counseling. 
Allows a parent or· guardian of a minor to consent, over the 
objection of the minor, to medical care and counseling relating 
to the minor's drug or alcohol related problems. Allows parents 
who have sought medical care for their children to access 






(sb) Evidence: video or digital 
images. 
Revises the rules of evidence to permit images printed from 
videotapes and from digital media to be admitted into evidence 
in the same way that printed representations of data stored on 





(cle) Liability: inspection of 
property. 
Extends the immunity from civil liability that exists for public 
employees conducting property inspections to private contractors 





(cle) Power lines: liability. 
Provides that unless the utility is in violation of specified 
Public Utility Commission rules, neither a utility company nor 
an employee or agent of a utility may be held liable for 
personal injury or wrongful death suffered as a result of 
contact with high voltage wires by a person violating specified 






Specifies that identifying information about jurors, including 
their names and addresses, shall be kept confidential, except 
that counsel for litigants shall have access to information 
needed to assure that particular jurors can fairly try a 
particular case. The Judicial Council is to adopt rules to 





(cle) Real estate licensees: duty of 
care. 
Provides that existing statutory provisions describing real 
estate licensees' duties, with regard to inspection of real 







(sb) Dispute resolution: fees. 
Permits counties to collect the full Dispute Resolution Program 
fee as authorized by statute, without adverse effect on trial 





(cle) Liability: residential 
construction defects. 
Defines the term "construction defect" and provides a rebuttable 
presumption regarding the burden of producing evidence with 





(sf) Unlawful detainer. 
Allows a defendant who is represented by counsel to stipulate to 
holding the trial the same day as the date set for the pretrial 
as long as he has been advised of his options. Requires the 
Judicial Council, if the court provides procedures for holding a 
trial on the same date as the day scheduled for pretrial 
hearings, to create a form to inform defendants of the date, 
time, and place of the pretrial hearing and, if represented by 
counsel, the ramifications of going directly to trial on the 






Creates an exception to the requirement of 30 days notice to 
terminate the hiring of residential real property for month to 





(cle) Liability: public agencies and 
employees. 
Includes the use of park playground equipment among the 
hazardous recreational activities for which public entities and 






(sf) Nuisance: controlled 
substances. 
Expands the definition of "nuisance" to specifically include the 
illegal sale of controlled substances, therefore permitting an 





(sb) Evidence: business records. 
Revises the requirements for a subpoena of business records 
to make them consistent with the rules governing admissibility 





(cle) Dispute resolution construction 
defects. 
Allows real estate contracts to contain binding arbitration 






(sf) Landlord-tenant: security 
for a rental agreement. 






(cle) Employees: loss of future 
earnings. 
Limits damages for wrongful employment termination to one year 
of compensation including wages and benefits, unless the action 





(cez) Arbitration: Health care 
service plans. 
Raises the amount ~n controversy cap from $50,000 to $200,000 
for the use of a neutral arbitrator in binding arbitration of 
disputes with health care providers. Clarifies the process for 
appointment of a neutral arbitrator in such cases. Allows 
waiver of some costs of arbitration for individuals with 






(cez) Crime: compensation for story. 
Prohibits a juror on a criminal trial, prosecuting attorney, 
other attorney or employee of the court from receiving 
compensation for telling the story of the case. 
AB 3101 
Isenberg 
CH. 1105 (cle) 
1996 
Public benefit corporations: 
health facilities: sale of 
assets. 
Requires a nonprofit public benefits corporation that is a 
health facility to obtain the Attorney General's consent before 






(cez) Summary judgment. 
Changes the standard for granting summary judgment from 
triable issue of fact" to "no genuine issue of fact." 
the basis for finding that the defendant has met his or 










Precludes a person who commits conduct that could be punished as 






(cez) Civil actions. 
Adds reasonable attorney's fees incurred from the time of the 
offer to trial to the costs imposed on a party who does not 
accept a settlement offer and fails to obtain a more favorable 







(sb) Filing fees. 
Directs the clerk of the court to charge no fee when a defendant 
who is a member of the armed forces files an agreement for entry 
of judgment in a paternity case, in an annulment proceeding, or 





(cez) Attorney's fees: shareholder 
actions, class actions. 
Permits the imposition of costs and attorney fees in shareholder 
derivative actions and securities class actions based in whole 





(cle) Liability: vehicles. 
Bars uninsured drivers from recovering damages for pain and 







Declares the Legislature's intent that marriage laws apply only 
to male-female couples as there is a compelling state interest 
to foster the best family conditions under which children may 
possibly be created and raised. 
AB 3241 
Conroy 
CH . 1 0 53 ( sf ) 
1996 
Adoption. 
Permits biological parents to provide a blood sample for use by 





(sb) Small claims courts: 
jurisdiction. 
Defines and distinguishes a surety and a guarantor for purposes 






(cez) False claims actions: 
plaintiffs. 
Permits the Attorney General or local prosecuting authorities to 
seek an extension of the time during which a complaint filed by 
a private person or entity under the California False Claims Act 






Provides that where responsibility is apportioned based on 
comparative fault, a defendant having less than 50% fault may 





(cez) Discovery: documents. 
Expands the definition of "document" for purposes of the Civil 
Discovery Act of 1986 to include an electronic mail 





(cle) Shareholder derivative and 
securities law class actions. 
Requires the losing party to pay the prevailing party's 
reasonable attorney's fees and expenses in shareholder 
derivative and securities class action suits which are based on 






(sb) Courts: small claims. 
Expands the jurisdiction of small claims court to include 





(cez) Attorney's fees: residential 
improvement defects. 
Provides for a sliding scale limit on contingency fees in 






. (cez) Notary public . 
Allows California notary publics to complete out-of-state 
notarial certificates that will be filed outside of California. 
Allows notary publics to take their required oath of office 
before another notary within their county instead of having to 





(cle) Insurance: settlement of 
claims. 
Provides that an insurer which pays a cash settlement under an 
insurance claim and is entitled to subrogation or 





(cez) Attorneys: qualifications. 





(cle) Public liability: wild animals. 
I 
Immunizes public entities and public employees from liability 
arising from injury caused by any wild animal or insect in an 





(cez) Notary publics: surety bond. 
Increases, from $10,000 to $15,000, the amount of the surety 






(cle) Real property: trustee sale. 
Requires the trustee to a real property foreclosure sale under a 
power of sale to record a guarantee of title disclosing all 






(sf) Landlord-tenant: application 
fee. 
Authorizes a landlord to charge a prospective tenant a 





(cez) Attorneys' fees: early demand. 
Limits the fees that may be received by the plaintiff's lawyer 





(cez) Discrimination: marital status. 





( sb) Municipal courts: monetary 
jurisdiction. 
Increases the monetary jurisdiction of the municipal court 
generally from $25,000 to $50,000. Also increases the limit on 
cases subject to the economical litigation program from $25,000 
to $50,000, and increases the limit for cases submitted to 





(sf) Residential care facilities: 
resident eviction. 
Specifies the circumstances under which a resident of a 
residential care facility or residential care facility for the 
elderly can be evicted. Requires the contract for admission to 






(sb) Trial court funding. 
Appropriates $51.5 million for Los Angeles and Orange County 
trial court operations on an urgency basis, to meet deficiencies 






(cez) Attorneys' fees: public 
entities. 
Limits the award of attorney's fees where a prevailing 
plaintiff's action has the effect of substantially benefiting 
the public to the legal costs incurred by the public-entity 
defendant. Authorizes reduction of awarded attorney's fees in 






(cle) Securities litigation: 
liability. 
Provides that any person who violates state securities fraud 
laws, as defined, shall be jointly and severally liable for 





(cle) Unclaimed property: hazardous 
material cleanup. 
Prohibits beneficiaries to a decedent's estate which includes 
toxic property, from "cherry-picking" the valuable assets and 
abandoning the toxic property, causing it to escheat the state; 
allows t~Controller to use the Unclaimed Property Fund for 





( sb) Depositions: recording. 
Revises pretrial deposition procedures to facilitate the use of 






(de) Maintenance of the Codes. 
Makes nonsubstantive changes to various codes to correct 
typographical, grammatical, referencing and other technical 






Omnibus civil procedure bill making non-controversial changes 






(cez) Civil rights. 
Prohibits the State of California or any of its political 
subdivisions or agents from using race, sex, color, ethnicity, 
or national origin as a criterion for either discriminating 
against, or granting preferential treatment to, any individual 
or group in the operation of the state's system of public 






(sb) Trial by jury. 
Makes a technical change in the constitutional provision dealing 





( sb) Criminal trials: jurors: 
minimum number. 
Amends the State Constitution to provide for 5/6 jury verdicts 
in criminal trials, except where the death penalty is sought, or 






Provides that parents have a fundamental right to control the 
care and custody of their minor children, and prohibits state 
action that may abridge or hinder this fundamental right absent 
a showing of a least restrictive means or furthering a 





(cez) Juries: civil actions: 
prisoners. 
Provides that a jury shall not hear a civil cause arising from 
the conditions of the plaintiff's confinement in a county jail 





(rrl) California Law Revision 
Commission. 
Authorizes the California Law Revision Commission to continue to 






(cez) Tobacco-related diseases: costs 
of treatment. 
Requests the Attorney General to bring suit against all tobacco 
companies for the costs of providing treatment through the 






Declares that it is the public policy of the state to maintain 





(rrl) Child support enforcement. 
Memorializes the President and Congress to amend federal law to: 
1) allow social security account numbers to be included on 
licenses and other documents related to marriage and divorce; 2) 
clarify that social security numbers on court records may be 
maintained if they were collected prior to October 1, 1990; and, 
3) authorize states to make social security numbers available to 






( sb) Judicial taxation. 
Urges Congress to propose a constitutional amendment to overturn 
a United States Supreme Court decision, Missouri v. Jenkins 





(cez) Relative to Medi-Cal program 
expenses. 
Requests the Attorney General to bring suit against tobacco 
companies to reimburse the state for Medi-Cal costs associated 





(bab) Damages: prejudgment interest. 







(bab) Civil liability: negligence. 
Provides for the application of the doctrine of contributory 
negligence in actions where the plaintiff contributed to his or 
her injury by the commission of specified felonies. Provides 
qualified immunity for emergency dispatchers for instructions 
given over the telephone. Makes substantial changes to the law 





(bab) Civil procedure. 
Changes practice and procedure, including: 1) methods to modify 
or dissolve injunctions; 2) abolishing the requirement that a 
plaintiff serve a statement of damages on a defendant who has 
answered at least 60 days before trial; 3) specifies a form for 
a statement of damages when punitive damages are sought in 
personal injury actions; and, 4) the time a defendant has to 







Declares reform is needed for laws affecting automobile accident 





(rrl) Inverse condemnation. 
Amends the statutory provision that authorizes the awarding of 
litigation costs and expenses to a successful plaintiff in an 
inverse condemnation action: 1) to clarify that such costs and 
expenses are to be awarded when private property is taken or 
damaged and the property is real or personal; and, 2) to provide 






(cez) Civil procedure. 
Specifically applies the provisions of law extending time to 
respond to a motion or pleading served by means other than 
personal service to a motion to assess costs. Makes technical 






(sb) Juries: municipal and justice 
courts. 
Requires that municipal court civil juries involving a 






(ii) State Bar of California: 
mandatory membership. 
Requires a management audit of the State Bar and a plebiscite of 






(rrl) Mobilehomes: final money 
judgment. 
Provides that judgment liens for unpaid rent space may be 





(sf) Dependent minors: 
jurisdictional hearing. 
Changes the rules of evidence governing documents which can be 





(sb) Courts: trial court funding. 
Appropriates $26,300,000 from the General Fund to match county 
payments for trial court operations during the 1995-96 fiscal 
year, and establishes a process for allocating and spending a 
part of trial court funding appropriations through the Trial 





(cle) Limited liability companies. 
Corrects technical inconsistencies existing in the Limited 
Liability Act, replaces certain unanimous member voting 
provisions with majority voting provisions, enacts provisions 
designed to permit family-held limited liability companies to 
avoid certain tax consequences under Federal estate and gift tax 






(sf) Child support, custody, and 
visitation: concealment. 
Provides that a child-concealing parent who is owed child 
support may be prevented from collecting that support, or may 
have his or her custody rights modified, where the obligor 






(rrl) Courts: municipal and superior 
court judges. 
Authorizes the Governor to convert certain municipal court 






(cle) Sexual harassment. 
Defines the term ''psychotherapist", for the purpose of imposing 
liability, as specified under existing law, for sexual 
harassment of a patient, as "a physician and surgeon 
specializing in the practice of psychiatry or practicing 
psychotherapy, a psychologist, a clinical social worker, a 
marriage, family, and child counselor, a psychological 
assistant, marriage, family, and child counselor registered 






Repeals the declared homestead exemption and amends the 
automatic homestead exemption to protect proceeds of a necessary 






(dpj) Trusts: prudent investor. 






(bab) Eminent domain: hazardous 
materials: schools. 
Includes property contaminated with petroleum products in the 






(bab) Profits of crime: injunctions. 
Authorizes an injunction in order to prevent waste of proceeds 





(bab) Public liability: emergency 
medical instructions. 
Provides a qualified immunity for 911 dispatchers from actions 





(rrl) Judges: gifts and honoraria. 
Revises the definition of "gifts" and "honorarium" that a judge 





(sf) Children: custody. 
Directs the court to consider habitual or continual illegal use 
of controlled substances, or habitual or continual alcohol abuse 
by either parent in determining the best interests of a child 





(sf) Family law: dissolution of 
marriage: 
Authorizes the use of judicial case management, if stipulated, 






(rrl) Housing: discrimination. 
Provides that it is not a violation of California's Fair 
Employment and Housing Act to publish an advertisement in which 






(sb) Probate law. 
Makes technical and clarifying changes in probate, guardianship, 
and conservatorship statutes, including expansion of the 
authority of caregivers of minors to consent for medical care; 
clarifying the court investigator's duty to make recommendations 
concerning guardianships; providing that an appeal does not stay 
certain court directives; allowing judgment proceeds to be 
placed in court-approved trusts; expanding notice requirements; 
excluding revocable trust property in valuing a decedent's 
estate for disposition without administration; and enabling 
petitions for changes in a trust which may affect its charitable 





(sb) Court reporters: license. 
Provides an alternate method for applicants to obtain 





(rrl) Administrative regulations. 
Requires that administrative regulations be made available to 
the public 30 days before they become effective. Provides that 
regulations which are not available to the public, as required, 
are not enforceable. Requires Legislative Counsel to make new 






(bab) Insurance: fraud. 
Revises provisions dealing with civil actions for insurance 







(bab) Arbitrators: immunity. 
Extends the sunset of the provision that provides arbitrators 





(sf) Family law: friend of the 
court. 
Provides that California establish a Friend of the Court program 
for the enforcement of custody and visitation, similar to that 
established in the State of Michigan, if applicable federal 
funding becomes available. Mandates that the State Department 




CH . 116 3 ( sf ) 
1996 
Spousal support. 






(bab) Limited liability partnerships. 







Replaces the existing classifications of goods and services with 
the International Schedule of Classes used in the United States 






(ii) Counties: law libraries. 
Increases the portion of court filing fees that is allowed to 






(cez) Dispute resolution. 






(ii) State Bar: first-year law 
students' examination. 
Eliminates until January 1, 2001, the requirement that students 











(cez) Damages: construction defects. 
Addresses the damages that may be awarded for injuries to real 






(rrl) Deeds of trust: substitution. 
Establishes a process whereby a borrower may obtain a 
reconveyance of a deed of trust from a substitute trustee when 





(sb) Shorthand reporters: Transcript 
Reimbursement Fund. 
Re-establishes, until the year 1999, the obligation of the Court 
Reporters Board to collect fees to maintain a Transcript 
Reimbursement Fund, which pays the cost of stenographic 





(sb) Courts: municipal and superior 
court judges. 
Expands the Governor's authority to convert vacant municipal 






(rrl) Judgments: liens: unlawful 
detainer. 
Increases the amount of exemptions a judgment debtor may claim. 
Authorizes courts that participate in the unlawful detainer 





(ii) Death penalty: Office of 
Postconviction Counsel. 
Establishes the Office of Postconviction Counsel and 






(dpj) Time for commencement of 
actions: domestic violence. 
Provides a three-year statute of limitations for actions for 





(bab) Civil liability: professional 
negligence. 
Removes the sunset on the certificate of merit process required 






(cle) Real property: assignments. 
Makes a number of changes in the law relating to the assignment 
of rents including: 1) defining the steps a lender must take to 
get an interest in the rents at the time a loan is made; and, 
establishing the right of a borrower to keep rents until a 






Provides that non-profit, professional conservators file annual 







( ii) Records. 
Makes permanent the Los Angeles County anti-real estate fraud 
program that requires notaries public to obtain the thumbprint 
of signers of specified real estate documents. Permits the Los 
Angeles County Recorder to notify homeowners of a deed 





(ii) Maintenance of the Codes. 





(dpj) Evidence: interpreters. 
Requires that interpreters be provided in family law proceedings 






(dpj) Powers of Attorney. 
Makes a number of clarifying and minor substantive changes in 





(bab) Civil actions: liability. 
Makes substantial changes to the law affecting wrongful 





(dpj) Child support. 
Provides that a person who is owed child support (obligee) , 
including district· attorneys or other public entities, may be 
estopped from collecting interest due on child support 
arrearages if the conduct of that obligee caused the person 







(bab} Common interest developments: 
construction defects: ADR. 
Prescribes meet and confer provisions that a common interest 
development association must satisfy before commencing a damage 
action against a builder for construction defects. 
SB 1033 
Judiciary 
CH. 1061 (sf) 
1996 
Family law. 
Makes various technical and substantive changes to Family Law 
that are deemed to be non-controversial. These changes include: 
correcting code references; allowing judges to order name 
changes for children; amending existing name-change codes to be 
gender neutral; permitting attorneys to serve specific documents 





(sb) Unauthorized use of electronic 
trademark. 
Provides for civil discovery of data and other information 





(ii} Health care for indigents. 
Revises the maintenance of effort requirement for fiscal year 
1995-96 for Los Angeles County under the California Health Care 





(cle) Rental cars. 
Defines the manner in which car rental companies may advertise 
their rates. Allows the car rental companies to add a charge to 






Makes a number of changes in the law relating to court 
operations in Kings and Santa Barbara Counties to facilitate 






(ii) Notary public. 






(sf) Support payments. 
Provides that an abstract of a judgment ordering a party to pay 
support include the name and last known address of the party to 





(rrl) Durable powers of attorney for 
health care. 
Makes a number of changes in the law relating to durable power 





(rrl) Horses: equine slaughter sale 
notice. 
Requires that horse owners who sell their horses at auction be 
given notice that their horses may be sold for slaughter and 





(sf) Child Support Registry. 
Provides specific implementation dates for the statewide Child 
Support Registry originally authorized by the Legislature in 






( ii) Courts: personnel. 
Revises the number·, compensation and classification of court 
personnel in Alameda, El Dorado, Fresno, Imperial, Kern, Kings, 
Napa, Nevada, Orange, Riverside, Sacramento, San Diego, San 
Joaquin, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 







Allows for State Department of Social Services to develop 
guidelines for distribution of support collected where there are 
money judgments owing to more than one family. Expands the 
notice requirement of the Employment Development Department 






{bab) Nuisances: motion pictures. 
Provides that a person who seeks compensation in exchange for 
not engaging in acts that would disrupt the production of a 





(cez) Legal services. 
Revises provision relating to the appointment of the State Bar 
Examining Committee, authorizes counties to increase motion fees 






(rrl) Public Utilities Commission: 
judicial review. 
Eliminates exclusive jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to review 





(cle) Governmental tort liability. 
Provides that a civil action against a public official acting 






(sb) Evidence: scientific tests. 
Requires the California Law Revision Commission to study, the 
ability of parties to present evidence, challenging scientific 







Early mediation program should be authorized in the courts to 
reduce the costs of resolving disputes and to reduce the 





(sf) Support enforcement. 
Requires commercial fishing licenses issued by the Department of 
Fish and Game to be revoked or withheld from any person who is 
delinquent in paying child support. Adds the Department of Fish 
and Game to the list of agencies enforcing child support orders 
and prohibiting its issuance or renewal of a commercial fishing 
license sought by anyone delinquent in such payments. 
SB 1444 
Solis 
CH. 1075 (sf) 
1996 
Crimes: domestic violence: 
sexual assault. 
Makes numerous changes to existing law relative to domestic 





(sb) Conservatorships: dementia 
Provides explicit authority to place a person with dementia 
(usually caused by Alzheimer's disease or by stroke) in a locked 





(cle) Mortgages: defamation. 
Provides that a trustee who issues a notice of default or a 
notice of sale for a judicial foreclosure is privileged against 





(cle) Governmental liability. 
Provides that a lawfully arrested person becomes a prisoner upon 
initial entry to a correctional facility. Thereby triggering 







(cez) Civil procedure. 
~.clarifies a hospital's right to a lien for the value of services 
provided to a victim of negligence or other wrongful conduct; 
modifies a provision requiring relief based on attorney fault; 
modifies the criteria for determining a "more favorable 
judgment" for awarding costs to a party who has made an offer to 
settle; clarifies certain provisions under the Uniform 
Supervision of Trustees for Charitable Purposes Act; provides an 






(sf) Dependent children: 
reunification. 
The preservation of the family shall be a focus when the safety, 
protection, physical and emotional well-being of the child can 
be assured. States that a home environment free from substance 
abuse is a necessary condition for the safety, protection and 





(cez) Mediation services: 
confidentiality. 
Provides that anything said or any admission made in the course 
of consulting a mediation service or a mediator for the purpose 
of retaining that service or person be inadmissible as evidence 
and not subject to discovery or disclosure. 
SB 1523 Dead (sb) Courts: commissioners. 
Calderon 1996 
Expands the duties of superior court commissioners in Santa Cruz 
County. 
SB 1530 CH. 397 (cez) Solicitations: fraudulent 
Marks 1996 bills. 
Conforms state disclosure requirements regarding fraudulent bill 
solicitations to federal law in order to prevent California's 
statute from being pre-empted. Increases the fine that may be 
imposed for a criminal violation of these provisions from $1,000 
to $2,500. Provides that violation of these provisions 
constitutes presumptive evidence of a violation of the general 




CH. 1055 (cez) 
1996 
Defamation. 
Extends the "fair report privilege" to cover fair and true 






(sf) Domestic violence: judicial 
training. 
Mandates that the Judicial Council establish judicial training 
programs on domestic violence for judges, referees, 
commissioners, mediators and others, as deemed appropriate by 
the Judicial Council, who perform duties in family law matters 





(cle) Unclaimed property. 
Simplifies and standardizes the method by which persons claiming 
to be heirs may make claims against estates which were thought 





(cez) Defamation: punishment. 
Makes it a misdemeanor, criminal defamation, to make a malicious 
false defamatory statement of fact to another person with 
knowledge that the other person may, for financial profit, 
publish, broadcast or otherwise disseminate the malicious, 





(sb) Judges: gifts and honoraria. 
Revises provisions limiting permissible gifts to judges by 






(cle) Commercial law: letters of 
credit. 
Adopts changes to laws defining rights and duties surrounding 
letters of credit which were promulgated by the model law 
drafted by the American Bar Association. Updates laws so that 







Re-establishes a procedure for Los Angeles County only, whereby 
the County Recorder will send a notice of recordation to the 
persons named as signators of a deed when it is recorded. 





(cle) Deeds of trust: trustee 
substitution. 
Allows a majority of the beneficiaries to a multi-lender 





(sb) Obligations: vehicles: 
conditional sales contracts. 
Requires a lender to notify any cosigner of the overdue car 
payments before repossessing a vehicle, and requires certain 
specific information about the deficiency balance and interest 






(sf) Children: supervised 
visitation providers. 
Requires the Judicial Council to report, on or before April 1, 
1997, the standards developed and present an implementation plan 
to the Legislature. For the purposes of the development of 
these standards, the term "provider" shall include any 
individual who functions as a visitation monitor, as well as 
supervised visitation centers. Provisions shall be made within 






(cle) Civil liability. 
Codifies case law which holds that an insurance agent or broker 
has no duty to his or her clients to investigate the financial 








Changes the point in time at which the probate court 
investigator must go out to interview a person who allegedly 
lacks capacity to consent to medical treatment, and makes 
clarifying, technical and grammatical changes to the law 
regarding legal mental capacity. 
SB 1659 
Peace 
CH. 1025 (cez) 
1996 
Personal rights: privacy. 
Creates the Joint Task Force on Personal Information and Privacy 
in order to recommend changes in the law needed to better 
protect the constitutional right to privacy in light of recent 
changes in information technology. Requires the Legislative 
Analyst's Office to compile the task force findings and 
recommendations. Corrects a chaptering-out problem created by 
AB 3639 of 1994. 
SB 1660 
Rosenthal 
CH . 1 0 9 3 ( c e z ) 
1996 
Health care service plans: 
arbitration. 
Establishes certain requirements for contractual binding 
arbitration procedures and proceedings for the resolution of 





(sf) Minors: dependency mediation. 
Extends the sunset date of a temporary fee increase for copies 
of birth certificates, which is currently used in a pilot 
project to fund dependency mediation services in juvenile 
courts; expands the optional program from seven pilot counties 





(cez) Disabled persons. 
Revises and recasts provisions relative to the use of assistance 






(cle) Common interest developments: 
liability. 
Specifies that the duty to decide whether to conduct an 
investigation for latent defects or to sue a builder for design 
or construction defects is part of the scope of duties owed by a 
volunteer officer or director of a homeowners association. This 
duty is defined for the purpose of creating parameters of 





(sf) Criminal prosecutions: funding. 
Extends until January 1, 1999, the authorization for the 
Counties of Merced and Stanislaus to utilize funds, in 
concurrence with their respective district attorneys and in 
consultation with the respective family support division 
administrators, from their child support trust funds for 
child-related services, such as child abuse and molestation, and 
the prosecution for the same. Adds the County of San Luis 





(cez) Civil actions: coordination. 
Authorizes a judge, upon motion, to transfer an action involving 






(cle) Controlled substances: 
liability. 
Establishes a cause of action for persons injured directly or 
indirectly by the use of illegal drugs so that they may recover 





(sf) Juveniles: juvenile 
court officers. 
Requires the Judicial Council, on/or before July 31, 1997, to 
develop and implement standards for the education and training 
of all judges who conduct juvenile dependency proceedings and 
mandates that any commissioner or referee who is assigned to 
conduct juvenile dependency hearings meet the minimum standards 
by July 31, 1998. Requires Judicial Council to submit an annual 
report to the Legislature on compliance by judges, commissioners 






(sf) Child abuse. 
Revises reporting and information sharing procedures relative to 
child death review teams and other entities investigating child 
deaths; also permits the State Health and Welfare Agency to 





(sf) Child abuse. 
Makes various changes to agency procedures regarding child 






(cez) Civil procedure: personal 
consumer records. 
Permits a consumer or employee, whose personal or employment 
records are subject to subpoena, and who is not a party to the 
action, to object to the subpoena. The requesting party would 
then need to bring a motion within 20 days of the objection to 





(sb) Professional fiduciaries: 
guardians and conservators. 
Establishes additional performance objectives for probate 
conservators, permits private professional conservators and 
guardians to be appointed temporarily without registration in 
cases of urgency, revises filing and disclosure requirements, 
and makes legislative declarations concerning persons acting as 





(sb) Trial courts: interpreters. 
Expressly authorizes courts and counties to bargain collectively 






(sb) Trusts: power of beneficiary. 
Restricts the power of trustees to distribute funds from a trust 
to themselves unless there is a clear and specific statement in 
the trust document which gives the trustee unrestrained access 





(sb) Courts: San Joaquin County. 
Authorizes San Joaquin County to consolidate the bailiff and 





(cez) State Bar: first-year law 
student's examination. 
Provides that a student who is required to take the "Baby Bar 
Exam 11 shall receive credit for previous law studied if he or she 
passes the examination within its first three administrations 
upon becoming eligible to take the exam. Provides that the 






Revises the number, classification and compensation of specific 
court personnel in the counties of Contra Costa, El Dorado, 
Fresno, Imperial, Napa, San Diego, San Luis Obispo, Santa 





(sf) Children: family reunification. 
Relieves the court of reunification services requirements in 
certain cases where a parent or guardian willfully abandoned 





(sf) Family law: child custody: 
mediation: domestic violence. 
Makes several changes to the training requirements, duties, and 







(cle) Unclaimed property. 
Changes various reporting, transfer and notice laws pertaining 





(sb) Public utilities: damages. 
Directs the Public Utilities Commission to establish 
notification procedures whereby gas and electric utilities 
advise customers how to make claims for property damage 
resulting from the utility's failure to reasonably restore 
service after a fire, flood, earthquake, natural disaster, or 





(sf) Parent and child termination 
of rights. 
Allows the court to call in specific e~perts in cases involving 





( sb) Employment contracts: 
continuing contracts. 
Permits businesses that serve as a registry for housekeepers and 
other domestic workers to enter into contracts to provide 






Provides that an additional insured endorsement in a 
construction contract with a public agency is invalid and 




CH. 1135 (sf) 
1996 
Adoption facilitators. 
Provides for regulation including, but not limited to, the areas 
of disclosure and advertisement of unlicensed adoption 
facilitators, other than attorneys. Provides that in any 
written advertisement the disclosure be in the same size and 
typeface as the name or any telephone number in the 
advertisement, whichever is the larger print size. Provides 
that any person aggrieved by any violation of these regulations 
may bring a civil action for damages, for rescission, or for any 





(cle) Horne improvement contracts. 
Provides that any security interest in real property (not 
including mechanics' liens) taken by a contractor to secure 
payment of a horne improvement is unenforceable if the contractor 
omits information from the horne improvement contract which is 






Extends the arbitrator immunity statute, due to sunset at the 





(cle) Nuisance: shooting ranges. 
Exempts an operator or user of a shooting range from civil 
liability, injunction, or criminal prosecution with respect to 
noise or noise pollution if the range complies with any laws in 






Provides that, as a matter of state public policy, a marriage 
contracted outside the state, that is one which arises out of a 
civil contract between a man and a woman and valid by the laws 
of the jurisdiction in which the marriage was contracted, is 









Requires all financing statements to be filed with the Secretary 
of State; makes other changes to receding laws with respect to 





(sb) Courts: consolidation. 
Abolishes the existing superior and municipal courts and 





(sb) Commission on Judicial 
Performance:subordinate 
judicial officers. 
Provides the Commission on Judicial Performance with 





(sf) California Law 
Revision Commission. 
This resolution continues and expands the current 24 topics of 
study for the California Law Revision Commission. 
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